
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

AT TACOMA

1

1. State taxes on "non-Indians" in Indian Country are preempted unless they pass the

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF THE
CHEHALIS RESERVATION, a federally

10 recognized Indian tribe on its own behalf and as
parens patriae for its members, and CTGW,

11 LLC, a limited liability company organized
under Delaware law,

12
Plaintiffs,

13
v.

The Honorable Benjamin H. Settle

NO. C08-5562

PLAINTIFFS' REPLY RE: MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE:
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
DECISION

NOTE ON MOTION CALENDAR:
APRIL 3,2009

14 Oral Argument Requested
THURSTON COUNTY BOARD OF

15 EQUALIZATION, a political subdivision of the
state of Washington; Thurston County Board of

16 Equalization members JOHN MORRISON,
BRUCE REEVES and JOE SIMMONDS, in

17 their official capacities; THURSTON COUNTY
ASSESSOR PATRICIA COSTELLO, in her

18 official capacity; THURSTON COUNTY, a
political subdivision of the State of Washington;

19 and THURSTON COUNTY TREASURER
ROBIN HUNT, in her official capacity,

20
Defendants.

21

22 I. INTRODUCTION

23 Plaintiffs ask the Court to grant summary judgment because Defendants have provided no

24 facts creating any material factual dispute. The two core questions before the Court are matters

26

25 of law on which the Court can and should grant summary judgment:

27
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1 federal preemption balancing test. Although Plaintiffs rej ect the notion that a 51%- Indian-owned

2 LLC can be deemed non-Indian, for purposes of this Motion only, the parties agree that at a

3 minimum the federal balancing test must be applied to determine the legality of Defendants' tax.

4 Put simply, federal law requires a preemption balancing test analysis; Revenue, as the agency

5 with the statutory authority, obligation and expertise to ensure taxes are levied legally and

6 uniformly, performed that analysis; Revenue determined that the tax at issue is preempted; and

7 Defendants are bound by the determination in the August 2008 Revenue Letter.

2. Defendants offer no legal basis for the taxation, seizure and sale of permanent

9 improvements to Tribal trust property. This lack of authority is telling and yet unsurprising since

10 all of the cases dealing with taxation of improvements to Tribal trust property hinge in part on

11 whether the improvements are either removable or permanent. Here, they are permanent, and

12 taxes are prohibited as a matter of settled federal law.

13 Moreover, Defendants, recognizing that federal preemption law applies.' concede that

14 Revenue determined the subject taxes are preempted, and admit that they did not analyze the tax

15 under federal law. Still, they find two legal flaws with Plaintiffs' motion regarding the Assessor:

16 The Plaintiffs' contention that the Assessor is required to implement the DOR
Opinion is flawed in two respects. First, the question of federal preemption is an

17 issue of federal common law, not a matter relating to the assessment and taxation
laws of the state that falls under the purview ofRCW 84.08.010. Second, RCW

18 84.08.010 grants DORjudgment to exercise its authority, and DOR has clearly
determined that it has not and will not issue an order or direction to the Assessor.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Department of Revenue

Decision ("Response") (Dkt.# 52) at 6:12-13 (emphasis added). Because Defendants have failed

to respond with any competent legal basis for alleging these two flaws - the only alleged flaws in

Plaintiffs' argument regarding Revenue - summary judgment is necessary and appropriate.

\\

\\

27 1 "In the matter at hand, however, an interpretation of federal case law is necessary to determine whether the
property taxes on the Great Wolf Lodge are preempted." Defendants' Response at 19:11-13.
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1 II. ARGUMENT

2 Plaintiffs begin by refuting Defendants' two alleged legal flaws, and in turn address other

3 matters of law that counsel for granting summary judgment.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

5

6

7

8

9

"Provisions Of Law" Logically Includes Federal Preemption and State Law.1.

Defendants' first alleged legal flaw is that federal common law - federal preemption

common law in particular - does not apply to the "assessment and taxation laws of the state,"

because federal judicial decisions are not "provisions of law" under RCW 84.08.010.

Defendants' Response at 6:12-13. RCW 84.08.010 provides that "all taxable property in this

state shall be listed upon the assessment rolls and valued and assessed according to the

provisions oflaw." Defendants somehow read "provisions oflaw" to exclude federal law.

Defendants, however, have not and cannot provide any legal basis for their argument.

Besides the fact that this would create an absurd definition of "provisions of law," it is

patently contradicted by the fact that state tax regulations necessarily incorporate federal

preemption common law into the "assessment and taxation laws of the state." With regard to

sales and use taxes in Indian Country, WAC 458-20-192 ("Rule 192") provides:

The U.S. supreme court has identified a number of factors to be considered when
determining whether a state tax borne by non-Indians is preempted, including:
The degree of federal regulation involved, the respective governmental interests
of the tribes and states (both regulatory and revenue raising), and the provision of
tribal or state services to the party the state seeks to tax. See Salt River Pima-
Maricopa Indian Community v. Waddell, 50 F.3d 734, (1995). This analysis is
known as the 'balancing test. ' This preemption analysis does not extend to
subsequent transactions, for example if the purchaser buys for resale the tax
imposed on the consumer in the subsequent sale is not preempted. However,
because these balancing test determinations are so fact-based, the department will
rule on these issues on a case-by-case basis. For such a ruling please contact
the department at:

Department of Revenue
Executive
P.O. Box 47454
Olympia, WA 98504-7454

Rule 192(7)( c) (emphasis added).
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1 Not only does Revenue's guiding regulation expressly incorporate the federal preemption

2 balancing analysis, but a passing familiarity with the State's Indian tax experience for the last

3 thirty years would reveal the agency's role in the landmark Washington v. Confederated Tribes

4 of the Colville Indian Reservation decision, 447 U.S. 134, 159 (1980), the implementation of

5 Rule 192, and countless Indian-State tax matters during that span - all of which hinged upon

6 federal common law. The Court should reject Defendants' first alleged legal flaw.

2. Defendants Failed to Even Address Revenue's Performance of an "Act."

8 Defendants' only other alleged flaw is that the Assessor need not comply with Revenue's

9 decision of 2008 that the taxes at issue are preempted, because she was not "ordered" to do

10 anything. Plaintiffs do not and have never argued that Revenue ordered the Assessor to do

11 anything. Revenue does not need to "order" the Assessor to do anything; the Assessor must

12 conform its behavior to Revenue's determination, because Revenue has "general" supervision

13 and control over the Assessor when it comes to whether taxes are being imposed legally and

14 uniformly. See RCW 84.08.010. This unique tax matter required, as a precondition to

15 assessment and taxation, a federal preemption analysis and decision. The Assessor left that

16 decision to Revenue.2 Revenue made the decision. And the Assessor rejected it.

17 Dispositively, Defendants fail to dispute the fact that Revenue (a) made a "decision," (b)

18 rendered an "opinion," or (c) otherwise performed an "act," any of which, here, have the coequal

19 binding effect of an "order." RCW 84.08.010. Revenue is authorized to:

20 perform any act or give any order or direction ... to any county assessor or to any
other county officer ... as to any other matter relating to the administration of the

21 assessment and taxation laws of the state ... so that ... all taxes shall be collected
according to the provisions of law. Id

22

23

24
2 Defendants dispute that the Assessor requested that Revenue render an opinion. Response at 11: 10; Costello Decl.

25 at ~ 12. But this dispute is inunaterial since Revenue understood that "the Department was requested by Thurston
County to provide an opinion regarding the issue of whether the improvements ... are subject to property taxation."

26 Declaration of Leslie Cushman (Dkt.# 48) Ex. B ("August 2008 Revenue Letter") ~ 1, and was therefore attempting
to satisfy its statutory obligation to act to ensure that all Washington taxes are legal. RCW 84.08.010. Moreover,

27 even taking the Assessor's denial as true, if she did not request the August 2008 Revenue Letter, then the letter is
proof that Revenue was compelled by statute to render an unsolicited determination as to the legality of the tax.
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1 Defendants argue that they should survive summary judgment, because Revenue has not issued

2 "an order or direction to the Assessor." Response at 6: 15-16. But Defendants conspicuously

3 leave out one crucial element of Revenue's authority and mandate, which, as even Brad Flaherty

4 of Revenue has admitted:

5 includes the ability to perform any act or give any order or direction to any
county officer regarding any matter relating to the administration of the

6 assessment and taxation laws of the state to the end that all property in this state is
listed, valued, and assessed according to the 'provisions of law.'

Declaration of Thurston County Assessor Patricia Costello in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion
8

for Summary Judgment ("Costello Dec1.") Ex. A (Dkt.# 53).3
9

Defendants have not responded in any way - with any evidence or argument whatsoever

- to the fact that RCW 84.08.010 merely requires and allows Revenue to "perform any act." By

making a "decision" with or without Defendants' request, and specifically directing it to the

Assessor, Revenue performed an act." By writing the August 2008 Revenue Letter to the

Assessor, Revenue performed an act. According to Revenue and the letter itself, the August

2008 Revenue Letter itself is a "decision," "opinion," "determination," and conclusion. See

Cushman Dec1. ~ 8; Ex. B, p. 1,4. By transmitting this determination to the Assessor, Revenue

performed an act - an act required by both state law and federal preemption law.

Tellingly, on March 16, 2009, Brad Flaherty wrote a letter to the Assessor, in reaction to

Plaintiffs' motion, answering whether the August 2008 Revenue Letter "is to be considered a

mandated order or direction under RCW 84.08.010." See Costello Decl. Ex. A, ~ 1. Mr.

Flaherty answered: "Revenue did not consider the letter to be an order under RCW 84.08.010 or

any other statute in Title 84 RCW." Id at ~ 5 (emphasis added). But he did not disclaim that the

letter was a "direction." Nor did he deny that the issuance of the August 2008 Revenue Letter

was an act. Thus, not only have Defendants failed to rebut that the August 2008 Revenue Letter

25 3 The Assessor's declaration is riddled with inadmissible hearsay, particularly insofar as it concerns the Department
of Revenue and Mr. Winterstein. Because nothing in the declaration creates a material question of fact, Defendants

26 do not move to strike that inadmissible evidence in this Reply.
4 Defendants argue that Revenue "issued no decision" without any evidence to support that contention. Response at

27 7:26-27. The first paragraph of the August 2008 Revenue Letter states that "this letter sets out the decision reached
by the Department." See August 2008 Revenue Letter at p. 1.
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1 was the performance of an act, but even the evidence they rely upon in response to Plaintiffs'

2 motion suggests the letter was also a "direction."

3 By virtue of the Assessor's subordinate statutory relationship to Revenue, she cannot act

4 in a way that contradicts an opinion directed to her pursuant to Revenue's obligation to ensure

5 taxes are legal and uniformly assessed' Revenue need not issue an "order" or direction to force

6 the Assessor to follow federal law; it need only perform an act. As such, Defendants' second

7 alleged legal "flaw" in Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment should be rejected.

3. Defendants Offer Nothing to Show Revenue Lacks Expertise.

9 Defendants concede that Revenue is entitled to deference, but argue that they need not

10 defer here because analysis of this tax is "an Area Outside the Scope ofDOR's Expertise."

11 Defendants' Response at 19:7-8, 19:1-2. Beyond not providing any basis in either law or fact for

12 their assertion that Revenue lacks federal preemption expertise, Defendants ignore the fact that

13 Revenue regularly performs this analysis as a matter of state law under Rule 192(7)( c), as it must

14 statutorily do to ensure legal and uniform property taxation. Response at 19:21-22; see RCW

15 84.08.010. Revenue has the regulatory expertise and the statutory obligation and authority to

16 undertake the Bracker analysis, and by performing an act and issuing the Assessor the August

17 2008 Revenue Letter, the agency exercised its authority under controlling provisions of law.

18 4. The State Constitution Does Not Allow the Assessor to Disobey Revenue.

19 Defendants rely on Article XI § 12 of the Constitution for the proposition that "there is no

20 agency with direct authority over [the Assessor's] actions." Response at 9: 14-16. Not only is

21 this argument belied by RCW 84.08.010, which gives Revenue direct control over the Assessor

22 when it comes to making sure that the County is not violating federal or state provisions of law,

23

24 5 Defendants claim that "RCW 84.08.010 merely authorizes DaR to exercise supervision and control over tax
administration and over county assessors and grants DaR discretion to issues [sic] orders or direction to the assessor

25 regarding administration of the assessment and taxation laws of the state." Defendants' Response 21-25. First,
RCW 84.08.010 is not discretionary; the statute starts out with the words: "The department of revenue shall." RCW

26 84.08.010. Second, as described above in Section 1, the statute contemplates provisions of federal Indian law. ld.
6 Article VII, § 1 of the Washington constitution requires that "[ajll taxes shall be uniform upon the same class of

27 property within the territorial limits of the authority levying the tax ... " Revenue is the state's instrumentality for
achieving the constitutionally mandated uniformity contained within Article VII.
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1 but Defendants misapply State v. Redd here by confusing the State's role in levying or collecting

2 rather than assessing taxes. 166 Wn. 132, 6 P.2d 619 (1932).

3 The Redd Court specifically states that the "word assessment as used in the decisions and

4 statutes, has various meanings. Properly speaking it does not include the levy of taxes. . . . An

5 assessment, strictly speaking, is an official estimate of the sums which are to constitute the basis

6 of an apportionment of a tax between individual subjects of taxation within the district." 166

7 Wn. at 148. Likewise, in Carkonen v. Williams, the Washington Supreme Court defined the

8 word "levy" as the "determin[ation] that a tax shall be imposed, and fixes the amount, purpose,

10 Taking Carkonen and Redd together, Thurston County does not have the authority to

9 and subject of the exaction." 76 Wash. 2d 617, 637, 458 P.2d 280 (1969) (quotations omitted).

11 disobey Revenue's determination that the taxes are preempted. Revenue did not attempt to do

12 anything regarding the valuation of the improvements, which according to Plaintiffs would have

13 implicated Redd. Rather, Revenue, exercising its statutory authority and obligation, made a

14 determination as to whether the tax was legal. Revenue's decision and act are wholly within the

15 authority and obligation conferred to it under RCW 84.08.010. A preempted tax, definitionally,

16 cannot be "collected according to the provisions oflaw." RCW 84.08.010. Revenue's

17 performance of an act was at least an attempt to ensure that all taxes shall be collected according

18 to the provisions of controlling federal and state law? Therefore, by virtue of Revenue' s plenary

19 control, Defendants must abide Revenue's determination.

20 5. A Taxing Entity Must Undertake the Bracker Analysis; Only Revenue Has.

21 Under federal law, the tax at issue is preempted unless the Bracker balancing test is

22 satisfied. White Mountain Apache Tribe v. Bracker, 448 U.S. 136, 143 (1980). Defendants

23 admit as much: "[A]n interpretation of federal case law is necessary to determine whether the

24 property taxes on the Great Wolf Lodge are preempted." Response at 19:11-13. In other words,

25 as Defendants concede, for this tax to be legal, some entity must undertake the Bracker analysis.

26

27 7 Nothing in this motion should be construed as a waiver or grounds for estoppel regarding any cause of action
against any other governmental entity.
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1 Taxes administered by the State must pass Bracker muster under Rule 192. WAC 458-

2 20-192(7)(a),(c). Revenue's preemption regulation outlines the process for applying Bracker to

3 taxes it administers and does nothing to lift the requirement that Bracker be applied to taxes

4 administered by local tax entities. The Assessor declares that only courts - not she and not

5 Revenue - can or must conduct a Bracker analysis. Response at 21:2-4.

6 If assessors were not obligated to follow federal law, and Revenue was not statutorily

7 required to ensure that state taxes were uniformly assessed in conformance with federal law,

8 Defendants would be correct. However, because the Assessor may not assess taxes in violation

9 of provisions of federal law, it must apply Bracker. And because Revenue must not allow the

10 Assessor to assess illegal or preempted taxes, it has the statutory authority and obligation to

11 perform an act and advise Defendants when taxes do, in fact, violate federal law - as they do

12 here.

13 The Assessor admits she never analyzed federal law. See Galanda Dec1. (Dkt.# 41), Ex.

14 B, 53 :9-20, 60: 17-19, 125:7-13, 134:9. Defendants do not dispute that they failed to apply the

15 balancing test. Instead - and incredibly - they argue that they did not have to and that only the

16 Court can make such an analysis. cf WAC 458-20-192(1)(a).

17 Practically speaking, if only federal courts could determine whether taxes on any

18 allegedly non-Indian entity majority owned by a federally recognized Indian tribe in Indian

19 Country complied with federal law, assessors could list all property, and refer each of the

20 growing number of inappropriately taxed Indian entities to the federal judiciary for resolution.

21 Federal courts would be overflowing with plaintiffs being illegally taxed in Indian Country.

22 That, fortunately, is not how Washington collects its taxes.

23

24

25

26

27

6. Defendants Fail To Provide Any Basis for the Taxation of Permanent
Improvements to Tribal Trust Land.

Faced with three cases in which the taxability of personal property on land held in trust

for Indians hinged in part on the permanence of the improvements, Defendants identify no case

in which state taxes on such improvements have been upheld. Defendants have failed to respond
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1 in any meaningful way to the federal and state cases prohibiting seizure and, therefore, taxation

2 of permanent improvements to trust property. As recognized in Makah v. Clallam County:

3 In the event of failure to pay an ad valorem tax, the property is subject to
foreclosure and sale. An Indian would thus lose his property in clear

4 contravention of federal policy that he keep it, use it and develop it ... when kept
used and maintained on the reservation, it was not taxable as personal property by

5 Clallam County, even though one spouse was a non-Indian.

6 73 Wn.2d 677, 685, 440. P.2d 442 (1968). In Us. v. Rickert, the Court similarly relied on the

7 risk of seizure to strike down an almost identically worded tax to the one at bar, as argued in

8 Plaintiffs' motion. 188 US. 432, 442 (1903).8

9 While CTGW, LLC owns the improvements in fee during the life of the lease, this does

10 not change the fact that if they are seized and sold, property belonging to a tribe and held in trust

11 by the United States will have been alienated. Defendants have failed to controvert the fact that

12 under the Lease, the Lodge buildings on the trust land at issue are expressly permanent. Lease,

13 Art. 11, 16 (Dkt.# 3, Ex. A). The lessee - CTGW - has no right to remove any improvements to

14 the land under the express language of the Lease as a result of the Tribe's reversionary interest.

15 Id. at Art. 11. Defendants concede that taxes, and the process for collecting such taxes by

16 seizing and selling property, pervert the purpose of holding property in trust for the benefit of

17 tribes because: "If the tax in question were assessed and unpaid, the lands could be sold by the

18 tax authorities." Defendants' Response at 17:9-10 (citing West v. Oklahoma Tax Com., 334 US.

19 717, 724 (1948) describing Rickert, supra).

20 The improvements are physically attached to trust property and, according to federal law,

21 their character and the ability to alienate them cannot be changed without an express

22 congressional act. See 25 US.C. § 177, which provides: "No purchase, grant, lease, or other

23 conveyance of lands, or of any title or claim thereto, from any Indian nation or tribe of Indians,

24 shall be of any validity in law or equity, unless the same be made by treaty or convention entered

25 into pursuant to the Constitution." Seizure of permanent improvements to Indian land equates to

8 Defendants seem to question the vitality of Rickert since it relied in part on the federal instrumentality doctrine.
27 Response at 17: 13-15. Despite different rationales not material to this case, the Indian property tax exemption

survives the federal instrumentality doctrine. See e.g., Squire v. Capoeman, 352 U.S. 1 (1956).
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1 alienation of such lands, which is presumptively restricted. Even "lands guaranteed to tribes in

2 fee are subject to restraint on alienation." Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian Law (2005 Ed.)

3 § 15.06[2]. Therefore, the fee status of the improvements cited by Defendants is immaterial;

4 they still cannot be alienated. Because Defendants identify no statute or common law under

5 which taxes on permanent improvements to trust land can be taxed, summary judgment is

6 appropriate.

7. Plaintiffs Have Standing.

8 Defendants argue that because RCW 84.08.010 does not specifically create a right of

9 action in federal court, Plaintiffs' sole avenue for relief is for Revenue to issue and enforce an

10 order to Defendants. Defendants' standing challenge under Washington law, however,

11 misunderstands the crux of Plaintiffs' motion.

12 To meet the standing requirements of Article III of the US. Constitution, there must be

13 alleged personal injury fairly traceable to a defendant's allegedly unlawful conduct which is

14 likely to be redressed by the requested relief. Allen v. Wright, 468 US. 737, 751 (1984).

15 Plaintiffs, aggrieved taxpayers, have suffered an injury fairly traceable to Defendants'

16 conduct. As Defendants concede, because the Assessor has certified her illegal taxes, the

17 Treasurer "is bound to collect" those taxes, i.e., seize and sell Plaintiffs' property. Defendants'

18 Response at 2: 12-13. A favorable decision on Plaintiffs' motion will redress this injury.

19 Defendants' tax is illegal for all of the reasons outlined above. For purposes of this

20 motion, the tax violates federal law, because it does not pass the Bracker test according to

21 Revenue's decision and act and because it is levied against permanent improvements to tribal

22 trust property. It violates state law, because Revenue determined that the tax violates federal law

23 and the Assessor has failed to heed that determination. Plaintiffs have standing to contest the

24 assessment, because they are not presently seeking an order requiring Revenue to act.

25 Defendants appear to raise a zone-of-interests challenge to standing, which "is not meant

26 to be especially demanding." Defendants' Response at 12:7-8; Clarke v. Securities Industry

27 Ass'n, 479 US. 388, 399 (1987). The "principal cases in which zone of interests test has been
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1 applied are those involving claims under the APA and the test is most usefully understood as a

2 gloss on the meaning of § 702 [which authorizes judicial review]." Id. at 400 n. 16. Put

3 otherwise, Defendants' challenge can be subsumed in the question of whether Plaintiffs have

4 suffered personally." Defendants admit that the Treasurer's enforcement action is ministerial

5 once the Assessor lists property, meaning the injury to Plaintiffs is real and personal. Plaintiffs

6 have standing, and the Court should grant them summary judgment.

7 III. CONCLUSION

8 Defendants never address the fact that Revenue performed an act under RCW 84.08.010.

9 Defendants' interpretation of "provisions of law" as not including federal preemption law lacks

10 any support in law or logic. The notion that only the Court can engage in the Bracker test is not

11 only legally wrong since Revenue undertook such analysis as part of its statutory authority, but

12 impossible since it would allow the Assessor to tax every piece of property not subject to

13 property taxes and then require taxpayers to litigate preemption. Plaintiffs are entitled to the

14 granting of summary judgment and the relief outlined in their proposed order.

15 DATED this 3rd day of April, 2009.

16
/s Harold Chesnin, WSBA #398

17 Harold Chesnin, WSBA #398
General Counsel to the Tribe

18 1810-43rd AvenueE. #203
Seattle, WA 98112

19 Telephone: 360-661-1020
Fax: 206-861-8116

20 Email: pateus@aol.com

21 Attorney for Plaintiffs Confederated Tribes of the
Chehalis Reservation and CTGW, LLC

/s Gabriel S. Galanda, WSBA #30331
Debora Juarez, WSBA # 17199
Gabriel S. Galanda, WSBA # 30331
Anthony S. Broadman, WSBA # 39508
WILLIAMS KASTNER
601 Union Street, Suite 4100
Seattle, WA 98101-2380
Telephone: (206) 628-6600
Fax: (206) 628-6611
Email: djuarez@williamskastner.com
Email: ggalanda@williamskastner.com
Email: abroadman@williamskastner.com

23 Attorneys for Plaintiffs Confederated
Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation and
CTGW,LLC24

25

26

27 9 The zone-of-interests test is "another way of saying that the right claimed is one possessed not by the party
asserting it but rather by others." Laurence Tribe, American Constitution Law (3d ed. 2000) 446.
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Williams, Kastner & Gibbs PLLC
601 Union Street, Suite 4100
Seattle, Washington 98101-2380
(206) 628-6600

1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2 I, Gabriel S. Galanda, say:

1. I am now, and at all times herein mentioned, a citizen of the United States, a

4 resident of the State of Washington, over the age of 18 years, not a party to or interested in the

5 above-entitled action, and competent to be a witness herein.

6 2. On April 3, 2009, I electronically filed the following documents with the Clerk of

7 the Court using the CMlECF system:

8 • PLAINTIFFS' REPLY RE: MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE:
DEP ARTMENT OF REVENUE DECISION

9
which will send notification to the following via e-mail:

David V. Klumpp
11 klumppd@co.thurston.wa.us; olsenl@co.thurston.wa.us

13

12 Jane Futterman
futterj@co.thurston.wa.us; olsenl@co.thurston.wa.us

Scott C. Cushing
14 cushins@co.thurston.wa.us

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

DATED this 3rd day of April, 2009.

/s Gabriel S. Galanda, WSBA #30331
WILLIAMS KASTNER
601 Union Street, Suite 4100
Seattle, WA 98101-2380
Telephone: (206) 628-6600
Fax: (206) 628-6611
Email: ggalanda@williamskastner.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs Confederated Tribes of the
Chehalis Reservation and CTGW, LLC
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